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C H APTER- I 

INTRODUCTORY: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

When and how the felt to be grouped is uninferentiable. 

Whether the human beings individuals were supposed to imitate 

the way o f  life adopted by the ants, bees, or the human being 

themselves felt it necessary to be related with each other for the 

sake o f  their survival ? Whether the process o f  making relation with 

'each other would be taken as an essential condition ? These are the 

probable questions that inspire us to enquire into the concept of 

society. While analyzmg the human nature it might have been 

noticed by the social scientists that there are some distinct and 

overwhelming innate instincts in them which might stimulate the 

impulse to make relation with each o th e r ; such relation might occur 

depending on some geographical, economical, and securit}- factor. It 

is asserted that humanity is the combination o f  animality and 

rationality by which it is differentiated from other animal groups. 

Where animals develop their relation with others simply on the bases 

o f  physical assimilation of the creed; the human relation on the 

other hand is materialized; not merely on physical appearance but on 

some subtle essence of likingness. Thus, the concept of the society 

may be taken as the product of men’s instinctive desire for



association which finds expression in the aggregation of people 

having common interest and united together by what we may call 

‘Consciousness of the Kind’. The people who live together think 

alike, associated with one another and make common efforts for a 

common purpose or plan. The process of such association helps to 

form particular type o f  'group

As per sociological attribution such a group may be primary or 

secondary. “By primary groups I mean those characterized by 

intimate face-to-face association and co-operation . . . . . .  they are

fundamental in forming the social nature and ideals of the 

individual” * stated by H. Coole in his book "'Social Organisation'. 

But some other thinkers opined that face-to-face association might 

not be the sole impulse for forming such type o f  primary group; 

because merely physical association might not be associating so long 

a heartly “we fellowship'' (Amarabodh) feeling is developed among 

the people who like to associate and cooperate with one another for 

certain common interest. This is why it is noticed that the members 

of the various national and International organizations having 

scattered around the country or abroad feel united. In this respect we 

may quote the observation of Mclver and Page that “The face-to-

face groups is the nucleus of all organization ...........It is the group

such as play mates and comrades through which we first give 

creative expression to our social impulses.”" It is therefore impulse 

or instinct whatever it may be in the nature of mankind w hich help to 

relate one another for common interest.
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On the other hand, secondary group does not require any such 

intimate cause for making a relative group. Such t>̂ pe of group 

may exist for the time being with a temporary fruitfulness. This type 

of group may be desolved after the attainment of the goal for which 

it was formed. Besides the primary and secondar)' group there are 

..some other groups existing in the societ}' with a different type of 

characteristics, such as ‘Community’, ‘association’ etc.

Community is to be understood as a group o f  human beings 

living a common life, including all the infinite variety and 

complexity o f  relations. As such communit>' may be formed on the 

following elements namely language, rites and rituals, religion etc. 

Sometimes we call Punjabi Community’, Tamil Communit}' etc. on 

the basis o f  language. Again, we may call it a Naga Communit)', 

Mizo Community etc. on the basis o f  rites and rituals. And whenever 

we call it a Christian Community, Buddhist Communit}’, Hindu 

Community, Muslim Community etc. on the feeling of religion. It is 

astonishing to observe that even after forming a community o f  such 

a group, people may have varieties of customs and complexit)', but 

such complexity will not make any hindrances to becoming a 

community. In this respect we may quote the opinion of Mclver and 

Page “whenever the members of any group small or large live 

together in such a way that they share, not o f  this or that particular 

interest, but the basic conditions o f  a common life, we call that 

group a community.” ^
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Again there might be a group of people related to one another
\

by the fact that they have instituted an organization with a view to 

securing a specific end or ends, which may be termed as an 

association. There may be some rules and regulations through which 

they may perform the activities of the association. Conditional 

factors o f  association may be economical, cultural, medical. As for 

example LiC, Trade Union Association, Motor Vehicle Association 

etc.

Multifaceted institutions might be the instrumental factor in 

forming the aforesaid associations which might have possessed 

some specific qualities through which urges of grouping are 

developed. Such type of institutions are concerned in apprehending 

the Concept o f  Society such as language institution, economical 

institution, religious institution, primitive institutions etc.

The term ‘language’ is being used not in the context o f modem 

termonology but it may be taken into account o f  expression through 

some particular code-echoing factor. Language may be taken to 

include all modes and feelings o f  individual or individuals to express 

or to communicate their liking or disliking. These expressions or 

communication may be out of joy or out o f fear. Without the use of 

language one can not communicate with others. All functions of an 

individual are fulfilled by language for development of human 

activities promoting the sense o f  togetherness w^hich may help to 

constitute association, community or primary and secondar}' groups.
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Economic institution is taken as a vital part in to the 

association. Here it is not taken the economic institution of modem 

time, rather it expresses the views o f  the primitive period. In that 

period as per needs o f  an individual or individuals goods were 

exchanged though some institution which helped to build the relation 

between individuals and also help to unite them.

In the earlier stage religion comprised o f  some rites and 

rituals. In this period individuals felt som_e groups as their choice and 

interest o f  rites and rituals. These might have had the scope of 

uniting the individual or individuals and may help to draw up 

togetherness among the individuals.

It might not be out o f  place to state that at the preliminar}' 

stage o f  human civilization the individual and individuals might 

have enjoyed their love and strive through some institutions which 

were classified as the barbaric institution or primitive institution. 

Even in the modem time some institution one found to exist to 

promote the entertainment activities among the people for instance 

wrestling, combating, bull fighting, cock fighting etc. For the sake of 

enjoying the individual or individuals find the chance o f  assembling 

in a certain place at a certain time. Thus, in the primitive time also 

the individuals might have used some effort to organize such t>’pe of 

activities for the fulfillment of their love and strive, basing which the 

individuals come together which might to promote the warnings of 

united- ness.
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Beside these there are some other institutions which build up 

the social unity, cultural institution, which help to unite human 

beings with some cultural group or groups, where we may get 

togetherness between the individuals and there may be scope to find 

out the elements, which helps us to find out the concept of 'Society'.

These institutions are discussed here for the purpose that. In 

these institutions we may get some elements which helped to unite 

each other and may get the possible scope to the formation of

'Society'.

Thus we may draw some points to sum up the concept of 

society -  its nature and function towards individual or individuals.

All above discussions are made here in the light o f the 

Western thinkers. They think about the societ}' in the light of 

materialistic point o f  view. But in the perspective of Eastern thinkers 

specially in the thought of the Indian thinkers the Concept of 

‘Society' is not only the basis of the materialistic point o f view 

rather it is conceived in the light o f ‘Divinity’ depending on the idea 

o f  spirituality. It is also referred to in the Vedas and the pur anas.

In Indian society most o f  the peoples believe in the Vedas 

and Pur anas. Various Indian social thinkers give their opinion on 

the society to make it an ideal one based on the Vedas. Some of the 

Indian social thinkers are mentioned here specially in this context 

that they contribute a lot to build up an ideal society^, such as Swami 

Vivekananda, Sri Aurobindo, and Swami Swarupananda.
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Swami Vivekananda considers an individual as potentially 

Divine having infinite possibilities. An individual should think 

himself as identified with the Divine {Sivdham ) and treat others as 

the manifestation of the same Divinity. He was deeply influenced 

by the first mantra o f  the Isapanisad -  Isavasyamidam Sarvam yat 

Kihca jagatyam jagat, that is, each and everything is the 

manifestation of the Divinity. This is the premise from w^hich the 

conciusion foiiows 'Tena tyaktena Bhufijirha ma grdhah 

Kasyasiddhariam ' i.e. one should enjo\' through renunciation 

vvitliout being greedy to others properties. Vivekananda thinks that 

the seed o f  morality remains in the first statement. First, why does 

an individual 'feel’ for other social beings ? In reply it can be said 

that as ail human beings are the part of our 's e l f ,  we should ‘feel’ 

for them morally. Otherwise it should be taken as a suicidal case 

(atmahana).

Secondly, a man feels for others even if he does not believe 

in the existence o f  Divinity, because an individual may not have 

belief in Divinity but he believes in humanit}' as such. It is 

tantamount to Divinity. According to Swami Vivekananda to serve 

human being is to serve God.

Swami Vivekananda’s thought can be considered materialistic. 

His materialistic outlook is revealed when he considers ‘bread’ as a 

prime factor in an individual’s life than religion. Without food one 

cannot be able to make himself strong. A weak person cannot be
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able to do any thing for the welfare o f  himself or for the welfare of 

the society. Swami Vivekananda harmonises Islamic body with 

Vedantic brain, advises to play football than to read the Gita. To 

him material needs are to be fulfilled first if some one wants his 

spiritual awakening.

Swami Vivekananda introduced the practical Vedanta into the 

society. His approach that if the societal being obey the rules and 

regulations o f  the practical Vedania than it can make a societ}’ 

morality developed and can be able to establish an ideal societ\'. All 

the principles o f  Vedanta can be applicable to our life. The new 

attitude to the world as the manifestation of Brahman can enable us 

to do selfness work, moral work, service to the society without being 

narrowly attached to it. The Concept o f  Loksamgraha, Jivanmukta, 

Niskama Karma etc are related to the practical aspect o f  morality', 

which, I believe, Vedanta alone can teach. If the Vedantic principles 

as laid down by Vivekananda are taken into consideration, the social 

harmony or an ideal society would come up Swami Vivekananda 

highlighted the principle o f the traditional Vedanta in a new way 

which common people of the society can easily understand.

Sri Aurobindo also has prescribed some philosophical 

.foundations o f  forming an ideal society. To him an ideal society^ is a 

Divine society {Bhagavata Samaja) which is constituted by an 

individual through the power o f  supra-mental consciousness. The 

social existence o f  man is an intimate portion of the total universal
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existence. He has prescribed the method o f  'yoga' through which 

an individual can awaken his power occupying the nuclear position 

o f  human personality called 'R tacif i.e. (Creative faculty' o f 

Sacciddnandd). To him natural body is constituted with physical, 

vital and mental self. Our internal potential power called Rtacit is 

not free in normal condition as it is surrounded b\' the above 

mentioned three selves. This natural order can be changed through 

yogic practice and the 'caityapurusa ’ or 'R tacif can be brought 

forward. In this way he can enlighten himself and can be transferred 

into: the- Divine :being. The society of such superman is an ideal one 

which was designated as the symbol of the Divinit}'.

According to Aurobindo, the object o f  all society should be 

and must '"become’ ?ls man grows conscious of his real being nature 

and destiny and not as now only of a part o f  it, first to provide the 

conditions o f  life and growth by which individual man or all 

individual men according to their capacity and the race through the 

growth o f  the individuals may travel tow'ards this Divine 

perfection.

Aurobindo’s theory of social evolution differs from scientific 

theory o f  social evolution. The same society w ill not be repeated as 

it was. According to him social evolution foliow's or non linear 

pattern and precedes by uniform, gradual and progressive 

adjustment from lower to higher forms. This society will be 

advanced in technology and engineering but the spiritual out look
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will remain the same. Sri Aurobindo however maintains that the 

evolutionary process is not advancing in a straight line, but in a 

series o f  cycles. He has described this change as 'sp ira l’ what is 

availabie in the symbolic stage will be repeated at the age of the 

superman spirally which is an ideal societ}'. His theor\- o f  evolution 

is regarded to the future development of man and societ}-.

Aurobindo advocates that a societ}- can be treated as an ideal 

one when all o f  its members are considered as equal in all respects 

through the Sarvodaya as conceived by Gandhiji. All social 

members can be uplifted morally, economically if they can manifest 

their Divine power which is within.

Aurobindo’s social teachings offer the widest guidance and the 

most effective help to mankind. The necessit}’ o f having a proper 

understanding o f  his social teachings at least by the intelligent 

minds o f  the race.

There are also some other element of existence W'hich are 

necessary for the upliftment of society -  these are God, freedom and 

unity. God is the first essential element because the individual 

cannot realise the freedom and unity unless he possesses the God.

Sri Aurobindo finds a harmonious synthesis o f the relation of 

individual and society in Divinity. Individual salvation pre-supposes 

universal salvation. A realisation in isolation o f  the social self, is an 

one-sided vision. Thus Sri Aurobindo revives the ancient ideal of 

Bodhisattva . The basis o f  altruism is not philosophy but the
_ _  _  _   ̂  ̂ ^
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realisation o f  the Reality underlying all. Divine is not a dead unit}- 

but a rich multiplicity . Hence, men and societies may develop their 

individuality and yet maintain the common bonds. Such a catholic, 

integral and clarified vision can alone lay down the foundation o f  a 

world society.

In the philosophy of Swami Swarupananda 'character’ is one 

of the major factors in man’s life. To give a moral foundation of 

Society Swarni Sw'arupananda engaged himself on various works in 

society. As his concept of society bears a normative and critical 

overtone and serves m.ore as a pointer to what a society should be, 

the conflict between the image of an ideal societ}'- and the real 

society is to be set to the innumerable evils like various types of 

unrest, religious, communal riots, cultural crises, problem related to 

women and children and overall’ lacking of self-confidence and self 

reliance. Swami Swarupananda’s 'Ayacaka ’ way o f  life as a socio- 

philosophical ideal is to be considered as revolutionar>' in the 21” 

century and the context o f Indian societ}^ He did not slop with 

theoretically propagating the ideal o f being Ayacaka but practiced it 

in his life and inspired his followers to stand on their own legs with 

out the least mentality for begging.

Swami Swarupananda’s propagation o f  simplified mode of 

religious rites and rituals are in fact an attempt to develop a 

commonality among people and avoid divisive forces o f  hierarchy 

in religious life o f  beings.

~  ~ ~  “  ’ “  ~  ~ r r
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Swami Swarupananda’s approach o f  man-making ideology 

has been reflected in his effort to build up the character o f the 

individual being in society. The ideal o f  'charitragathan or 

character-buildings’ is thus a revolutionary factor in modem India’s 

societal development and progress. Swami Swarupananda’s 

philosophy and thought would reveal a 'unity in diversity’’ as the 

message o f  Indian culture. He built up his opinions and acted as a 

visionary with 'farsight, foresight and insight’, and firm conviction 

that unless we can bring change in individual members of the 

society, there is no hope of building up a good societ)' he dreamt.

In the thinking o f  Swami Swarupananda man is expected to 

live in this world in accordance with the rule 'live and let live ’ far 

from trampling upon others rights. He is supposed to be just and fair 

in his dealings with other people. Thus when a person acts upon the 

principle o f  might is right or in other w'ords, behaves unfairly and 

cruelly towards others, he is considered by others to be devoid of 

humanity. This evidently means that good-will towards fellow' 

beings fair play sympathy, non-violence and mercy are some of the 

essential human qualities or moral qualities. Forgiveness is, of 

course, a part o f  these. Without forgiveness there can be no mercy 

which in fact gets circumscribed and becomes limited in scope for 

the lack o f  it. There are other moral attributes such as tolerance, 

patience etc. are an indispensable part of an ideal man and can help 

to build up an ideal society.
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